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a. The pdf must be read-only (that is, no enabled macros, etc). 
b. The pdf’s are published normally as is, unless the author chooses to re-do typos or other 

errors after our feedback & approval and re-submits a new pdf. 
c. All reasonable submissions will be published with no blind reviewing.  Thus there will be 

complete transparency (as in certain blogs), with the emails functioning as the proof of 
correspondence and content. 

d. EPS Press reserves the right to determine what is reasonable, but, in the interest of 
starting public dialogues that Plato would approve of (unlike manuscripts that cannot 
answer back when readers have questions), will publish any submission that is of at least 
excellent graduate-student quality.   

e. Submissions by any current or previous faculty at a post-secondary institution will have 
automatic acceptance. 

f. EPS Press may well add an Update following the examples already on the site, 
addressing the new work.  The Update may be as short as “This topic was covered on 
pages XXX of publication YYY, and requires no additional comment,” although, for this 
particular response, authors would probably be notified so as to save them 
embarrassment.  That is, they would be given a chance to re-do the piece after reading 
the relevant publications or withdraw the submission. 

g. Graduate students are reminded that in addition to the adage “Publish or Perish,” there 
is another, “Publish and Perish,” and to write and submit accordingly.  They are strongly 
advised to have colleagues or a mentoring professor read the submission first for 
feedback. 

h. The author’s affiliation, current or previous, or status as “independent scholar” or the 
like should be given at the end of each submission and should be verifiable. 

i. For questions and submissions, contact info@EPSpress.com. 
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